Randolph Rubin Collection

This collection contains letters, article clippings, photographic prints and negatives, certificates, and other documents relevant to Randolph Rubin’s professional photography career in Midland, Texas, from the 1940s to his death in 1990.

Descriptive Summary

Creator: Randolph Rubin  
Title: Randolph Rubin Collection  
Dates: 1940 - 1990  
Abstract: Collection contains letters, photographic prints and negatives, article clippings, awards and certificates related to Rubin’s professional career.  
Quantity: 3 boxes (1.5 linear feet)  
Identification: 93-03 Randolph Rubin Collection  
Repository: The Permian Basin Petroleum Museum

Biographical Sketch

Randolph D. Rubin  
Born in Columbus, Texas, in 1919, Randolph D. Rubin and his family moved to West Texas and settled in Wink in the mid-thirties. Upon graduating from Wink High School, Randy elected to go to New York where he completed studies at the New York Institute. He returned to Wink in 1938 and opened his first studio. In 1941, he moved to Midland where he opened a camera shop. After World War II, his twin brother Rudy took over operation of the shop when Randy opened his first Midland studio. In 1957, Rubin moved his studio to its present location, the corner of Ohio and Colorado Streets. With over fifty years of photography experience, Rubin was considered a photographer extraordinaire by his peers. From the 1940s to the 1980s, his subjects included weddings, family gatherings, children, servicemen, fashions and business establishments. Rubin’s reputation for high quality portraiture continued throughout his life – as witnessed by his more recent portraits of many of The Petroleum Hall of Fame honorees in the museum’s gallery. (from Museum Memo, Vol. 23, No. 4, July-August 1993)

Scope and Content

This collection contains letters, article clippings, photographic prints and negatives, certificates, and other documents relevant to Randolph Rubin’s professional photography career in Midland, Texas, from the 1940s to his death in 1990. These materials were transferred to the Library & Archives Center as part of the Rubin photography collection in 1993. They have been organized by similar materials; for instance, forms and correspondence are in chronological order while prints and negatives are housed together. The forms and correspondence found in Box 1 mostly
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pertain to ordering prints from Rubin, many of which can be matched with prints and/or negatives in the collection. The article clippings, awards, and certificates pertain mostly to Rubin’s professional career, including accolades, in photography.

Restrictions

Restrictions regarding access
Library and Archive materials must be used in the library reading room. Prior appointment is preferred but not absolutely necessary.

Open for Research
No materials within the collection are to be withheld from researchers. However, due to the nature of the material, researchers may need to obtain copyright permission from the creators of the materials in the files. Copyright permission is the sole responsibility of the researcher.

Index Terms

The subject headings used by the Southwest Collection/Special Collections Library are derived from the Library of Congress and/or locally developed.

Subjects:
Randolph D. Rubin
Midland, Texas
Photography
Portraiture
Commercial

Administrative Information

Preferred Initial Citation:
Randolph Rubin Collection, The Petroleum Museum Archives and Library Center, 1500 W. I-20, Midland Texas 79701.

Preferred Subsequent Citiations:
Randolph Rubin Collection, The Petroleum Museum.

Provenance:
Purchased by The Petroleum Museum Archives and Library Center from the Rubin’s Studio of Photography in 1993.

Processed By:
Lauren Tyner, 2009.
Administrative records and archival inventories are not historical documents. Therefore, they should not be cited. The biographical and historical information contained in this document is meant to be a tool to aid the researcher and is not guaranteed to be accurate.

Collection Inventory

Box 1 of 3

- **Folder: Release Forms and Re-orders – Rubin Collection**
  - Release Form: Sep. 8, 1962; No. 17,949; signed by Dianne Savage
  - Release Form: Sep. 10, 1962; File No. 17,951; signed by ?
  - Release Form: Sep. 28, 1962; Order No. 17977; Mrs. Jon House
  - Release Form: Oct. 8, 1962; Release No. 17971; W.P. Best
  - Release Form: Nov. 7, 1962; Release No. 18017; Robin Ritchie
  - Release Form: Nov. 15, 1962; Release No. 17982; illegible name
  - Release Form: Nov. 27, 1962; Earl K. Monterth
  - Release Form: Nov. 27, 1962; John (illegible last name)
  - Release Form: Nov. 28, 1962; Release No. 18106; Mrs. H.B. Mills
  - Release Form: Dec. 1, 1962; Release No. 18122; illegible name
  - Release Form: Feb. 25, 1963; Release No. 18066; illegible name
  - Release Form: Jun. 27, 1964; Release No. 18875; Pamela D. Stewart
  - Release Form: Jun. 27, 1964; Release No. 18875; Pamela D. Stewart
  - Release Form: Jun. 27, 1964; Release No. 18875; Pamela D. Stewart
  - Release Form: n.d.; illegible name
  - Letter: Jul. 2, 1963; to Rudy; from Clyde; requesting photographs of Mrs. P yard; 18413
  - Letter: Feb. 26, 1964; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from Gil Cummins, Assistant Vice-President; request for additional prints to be rushed; 18626
  - Letter: Mar. 24, 1964; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; cc: Floyd E. Sumrow; from Gil Cummins; Assistant Vice-President, San Diego Imperial Corporation; request for 8x10 print of company president (Jack H. McDonald) to be sent to Floyd E. Sumrow; 18626
  - Letter: Jun. 11, 1964; to Blums Photo Arts; from Randolph D. Rubin; regarding instructions for 5x7 glossy print sent to studio; 18850
  - Letter: Sep. 10, 1964; to Mr. Rubin; from Charles Graham; regarding photographs taken at Judy and Harrison’s wedding; request for extra prints; 18898
  - Letter: Dec. 8, 1964; to Shell; from Mrs. Randolph D. Rubin; regarding price list and remaining balance; request for more information; attached: Letter: Dec. 10, 1964; to...
Mrs. Rubin; from Shell Dougherty; reply to previous letter; regarding size of photograph; 19064

Letter: Jun. 7, 1965; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from Gil Cummins, Assistant Vice-President, San Diego Imperial Corporation; request for prints of Jack H. McDonald; request to expedite order; 18626

Letter: Dec. 6, 1965; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from Gil Cummings, Assistant Vice-President, San Diego Imperial Corporation; regarding forward of twenty-four 3x5 portraits of company president (Jack H. McDonald); 18626

Letter: Dec. 29, 1965; to Leonard Proctor; from E.M. Collier, Administrator, Hendrick Memorial Hospital; request for print to be used in student nurses’ annual; 19137

Letter: Feb. 18, 1966; to Randy Rubin; from T.J. Chapman, C.L.U., Boon-Champman Agency-Group of Insurance Specialists; request 5x7 print to be sent with payment statement; 18478

Letter: Jul. 6, 1966; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from Carol Mauldin, Production Manager, Watts, Payne – Advertising, Inc.

Letter: Sep. 6, 1966; to Randolph Rubin; from Robert N. Conkling, Public Domain, Inc.; regarding need of passport size photograph for securities license; 20012

Letter: Apr. 25, 1968; to Mrs. Ralph Tate; from Randolph D. Rubin; regarding price and size of prints requested; regarding ordering of proof album; includes copy; 20696

Letter: Oct. 30, 1968; to Mrs. Ralph Tate; from Randolph D. Rubin; regarding verification of ordered prints and remaining balance; 20696

Letter: n.d.; to [Randolph Rubin]; from Mrs. Ralph Tate; regarding price of prints; 20696

Letter: Jul. 23, 1968; to Mrs. J. V. Neuman, Jr.; from Randolph D. Rubin; verification of order and remaining balance; 20840

Letter: n.d.; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from Mrs. J.V. Neuman, Jr.; regarding Whittington wedding pictures

Letter: Jun. 17, 1969; to Rubin’s Studio; from Mrs. Harvey Glass; request for print

Letter: Jun. 11, 1970; to Rubin’s Studio; from W.R. Stallsworth; request for minimum order of billfold size prints; 20676

Letter: Dec. 2, 1970; [to Randolph Rubin]; from Suzanna Stephenson; regarding chosen proofs, size specifications and payment method; 22226

Letter: Nov. 14, 1972; to Rube[i]n’s Studio; from David Narr, Public Relations Representative, Gulf Oil Company; request for one dozen copies of H.E. Braunig, Jr.’s photo; 22438

Letter: Feb. 9, 1973; to Rube[i]n’s Studio; from R.E. Kudrle, Schlumberger Well Services; request for additional prints; 22484

Letter: Oct. 23, 1973; to Rubin’s; from Mrs. John H. Elphick; request for two prints and enclosed check
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- Letter: Aug. 16, 1984; to Kay; from Kim Young; request for prints of Mr. Wagner; 28567
- Letter: Feb. 8; to Randy [Randolph Rubin]; from Tom Freeland, John Guffey Advertising, Inc.; regarding order of proof and editing of photograph; 18692
- Letter: Aug. 3; to Rubin’s Studio; from Bill Meikle; request for twenty copies of portraits for resume to be sent air mail; 18839
- Letter: Sep. 22; to Randy; from Mrs. Duffy (Melinda), Duffy’s Photo Studio and Child Salon; regarding order of full set; regarding change of company for film processing
- Note: n.d.; regarding not allowing order of prints of Owen without approval of Mrs. Owen; do not allow Mrs. Odell Wilburn to order more than 1-8x10 and 1-5x7; 18697
- Letter: n.d.; to Randy; from Keleen Beal; request for 275 prints for Christmas/New Years cards; request to contact Betty Olson when prints are ready; 20758
- Letter: n.d.; to unknown; from Mrs. William N. Jones; regarding color of dress and enclosed check; 19051
- Note: n.d.; various notes with print sizes, names (Norman Hoffman and Marvin Kemon) and addresses; 19166

- Letter: Jun. 27, 1942; to Midland Studios; from Mrs. Fred Kessler; request for six prints; request to bill amount; 3433
- Letter: Mar. 1, 1944; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Tami Dickson; request for print and enclosed payment; P-2066
- Letter: Apr. 25, 1944; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. E.D. McKinney; regarding selected proofs to be printed and touch-ups to be done to images; P-2232
- Letter: Jun. 13, 1944; to Mr. Rubin; from Mrs. Lois Grillot; regarding selected proofs to be printed; requested itemized statement; request four folders for pictures; P-2185
- Letter: Aug. 25, 1944; to Midland Studios; from Vergil M. Cox, Jr.; regarding ordered prints to be send to five different addresses; P-2436
- Letter: Oct. 10, 1944; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. J. Kelly Davis; request for reprint of baby picture; P-2187
- Letter: Oct. 10, 1944; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. Paul E. Neal; regarding proofs chosen to print; request for total to mail money order; P-2549
- Letter: Nov. 19, 1944; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. Charles G. Corbin; P-2690
- Letter: Jan. 1,1945; to Randy and Mrs. Randy; from Bob Hoffman; regarding selected proofs and enclosed check; apology for delay and regards; P-2724
- Letter: Jan. 22, 1945; to Midland Studio; from Frank E. Woods; request for reprints and charges; P-2606
- Letter: Feb. 5, 1945; to Midland Studio; from Frank E. Woods; regarding prints to be sent to two addresses; P-2606
Letter: Feb. 4, 1945; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mrs. L.T. Auant; regarding prints to be made of son killed in the war; P-3586 (x2)

Letter: Feb. 9, 1945; to Midland Studio; from Lt. Victor P. Ranalletta; request for price list; P-2824

Postcard: Feb. 10, 1945; to Midland Studio; from Lt. William F. Mertz; request additional set of 8x10 photos to order

Letter: Feb. 22, 1945; to Midland Studio; from Lt. Victor P. Ranalletta; request for reprints; P-2824

Postcard: Feb. 24, 1945; to Midland Studio; form Mrs. D. Johnson; request for proofs of Capt. Dewey M. Johnson; P-2413

Letter: Feb. 27, 1945; to Mrs. D. Johnson; from Mrs. R.D. Rubin; regarding request for proof and price list; P-2413

Note: Apr. 9, 1945; to Midland Studio; from E.H. Guseirold; permitting Miss Dorothy Faye Halt to made reproductions of son’s picture; P-2006

Letter: May 7, 1945; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from St. James M. Dobson; regarding new address and remaining balance to be sent; P-3265

Letter: May 13, 1945; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. John L. Hietshire; request for miniature prints made and price quote for prints; P-2036

Letter: May 18, 1945; to Midland Studio; from Lt. and Mrs. E.H. Hoffman; request to send proofs to address; P-3361

Letter: May 30, 1945; to Midland Studio Attn: Mrs. R. Rubin; from Mrs. John L. Hietshire; regarding price list and specified instructions for print; P-2037

Letter: Jun. 7, 1945; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Lt. C.U. Arthur; regarding address for prints to be mailed; request for prints by specified date; P-3196

Letter: Jun. 12, 1945; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Lt. William F. Laufenberger; requesting prints of baby; P-3386

Postcard: Jun. 28, 1945; to Midland Studio; from Lt. William F. Laufenberger; regarding color descriptions of print; P-3386

Letter: Oct. 2, 1945; to Mrs. Sellers; from Mrs. R. Rubin; regarding correction of balance and request for more information; includes return note from Mrs. Sellers (Oct. 4, 1945; request to make oil print and black and white from same pose; P-3745

Letter: Jan. 21, 1946; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. J.T. Hale; request for print of husband; P-3438

Letter: Feb. 4, 1946; to the Midland Studio; from A.G. Ward; request to receive promised order; P-4150

Letter: Feb. 14, 1946; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mrs. Carl Freer; regarding disappointment in size of prints of Gary Tindall; P-3895

Letter: Feb. 19, 1946; to Midland Studios; from Wm. McKee 1st Lt.; request to receive prints before address change and before visit with girlfriend; P-4351
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- Letter: Feb. 26, 1946; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from John W. Rutland; request for print reorders to be sent to new address; 4142
- Letter: Mar. 2, 1946; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. Homer Howard, Jr.; request for oil painted prints; P-4388
- Letter: Mar. 6, 1946; to Midland Studio; from Lt. Thomas R. Sammous; regarding order not yet received; P-4198
- Letter: Mar. 12, 1946; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. Jack A. Whitley; regarding prints not yet received and questions of mailed payment; P-4326
- Postcard: Mar. 13, 1946; to The Midland Studio; from Lt. F.E. Sweeney; request to send prints of Laura Sweeney to alternate address
- Letter: Mar. 29, 1946; to Midland Studio; from Lt. Keith L. Green; regarding order of six (6) small prints of baby; P-4385
- Letter: Apr. 25, 1946; to Midland Studio; from John Peterson; regarding reprint from framed picture not yet received; regarding concern over this item; request for return of framed picture; P-3662
- Letter: Apr. 25, 1946; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from T.C. Carter; regarding mistake about pictures; request for reprints; P-4404
- Letter: Sept. 4, 1946; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mrs. Ray Plunkett; request for six prints; P-4689
- Order card: Sept. 9, 1946; Padgett, Mike; 4666
- Letter: Sept. 28, 1946; to Randy; from M.W. Padgett; regarding regrets for not making it to studio before leaving Midland; regarding enclosed payment for prints; regarding reminder to send the ribbons; 4666 (x2)
- Letter: Jan. 15, 1947; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mrs. W.E. Kelly; request to reprint one photograph; P-4927
- Letter: Jan. 16, 1947; to Mrs. Kelly; from The Midland Studio & Camera Shop; regarding inability to reprint requested proof; thanking for patronage through years; P-4927
- Letter: Mar. 6, 1947; to Midland Studio; from Schanon Reed; requesting twelve (12) more prints; P-5621
- Letter: Jul. 3, 1947; to The Midland Studio; from Mrs. W.E. Price; regarding incorrect pictures made; P-5039
- Letter: Jul. 30, 1947; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mrs. J.W. Graham; regarding chosen proof for prints; regarding description of individual; includes negative storage envelope with various hand written notes; P-6064
- Letter: Sept. 9, 1947; to Midland Studio & Camera Shop; from Mrs. C.V. Shelton; regarding request for print of daughter; 5829
- Letter: Feb. 25, 1949; to Midland Studio and Camera Shop; from Anna Skidgel; regarding request for half dozen prints made; P-5686
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- Letter: Apr. 24, 1950; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from J.J. Black; regarding return of proofs and refund; note: 1.00 refund mailed Apr. 26, 1950; 10154
- Postcard: Aug. 28, 1951; to Randy Rubin or Rudy Rubin; from Joe Hullum; request for six prints to be made for Aunt’s school applications; request for good deal on price; P-8721
- Letter: Apr. 12, 1952; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Stella Route; apology for pictures not yet paid for; request for amount owed; P-12199
- Invitation: May 21, 1955; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Adams; invitation to wedding of Alice Adams to Weldon Lee Dawson; 14608
- Invitation: Jun. 11, 1955; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mr. and Mrs. Arnold P. Scharbauer; invitation to wedding of Martha Scharbauer and Mr. John Truett Adams; 14610
- Letter: Sept. 7, 1955; from Mrs. W.A. Heek; regarding instructions for prints and enclosed check; request to hold prints for pick up; 14692
- Letter: Sep. 20, 1955; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from James L. Gauntt; reorder of one dozen passport size prints to be sent to new address; 15569
- Letter: Sept. 26, 1955; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Arnie Briggs; regarding payment and pick up of ordered prints; 14369
- Letter: Jan. 28, 1956; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mrs. John Langford; regarding confusion for payment of remaining balance; includes new address; 14813
- Letter: Feb. 1, 1956; to Mrs. John F. Langford; from Rubin’s Studio; regarding misunderstanding of payment and further clarification; 14813
- Letter: Feb. 28, 1956; to Mr. Rubin; from Mrs. John F. Langford; regarding misunderstanding of payment and further clarification; 14813
- Note: 1957-1958; various notes regarding prints; 15902
- Invitation: Apr. 13, 1957; to The Rubin Studio’s Wedding Picture Dept; from Mrs. Wayne Campbell; invitation to wedding of Jessie Campbell to Mr. Delbert Martin Rankin
- Letter: Jul. 22, 1957; to Mrs. Clayton; from Rubin’s Studio; requesting specification of print finishes; recommendation to come into studio; 15540
- Letter: Sept. 19, 1957; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from Harold LeBourgeois, Rives, Dyke and Company; request for six (6) prints of M.W. Hiltpold to be billed to agency; 15651
- Release Form: Feb. 23, 1958; Vicki Davies; 15972
- Letter: Aug. 30, 1958; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from Z.H. Hutcheson, Jr., M.D.; regarding proofs chosen; requested call to discuss prices; 16152
- Letter: Sep. 25, 1958; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from James L. Gauntt; request for one dozen prints and enclosed payment; 15569
- Letter: Mar. 24, 1959; to Midland Studio and Camera Shop; from Frank W. Reeves; request for one pocket-size print and enclosed payment
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- Letter: Apr. 9, 1959; to Rubin Studios; from Mrs. Ralph L. Mills (Rozella); request for glossy print suitable for use in a newspaper; request for bill to be sent; 16289
  - Letter: Mar. 1, 1960; to Mr Rubin; from Mrs. Walker; regarding proofs chosen to print; 16911
  - Envelope: Jul 14, 1960; to [Rubin’s] Studio; from Margaret Meeks; empty; 16977
  - Letter: Oct. 13, 1960; to Mr. Rubin; from Mrs. Leland A. Kulzer; request for twelve (12) passport prints; 16224
  - Letter: Nov. 23, 1960; to Rubin’s; from Mrs. William B. Nichols; regarding images to be printed; 17193
  - Letter: Feb. 26, 1961; to Mr. Rubin; from Mrs. Leeley H. Calhoun; regarding payment for prints and additional prints to be sent to mother in Florida; 17287
  - Note: list of prints to be made for Mrs. A.W. Howard
  - Letter: Mar. 5, 1961; to Mrs. R. Rubin; from R.E. Ryan; regarding prints to be sent to daughter’s address rather than address in Saudi Arabia
  - Note: n.d.; address of R.E. Ryan; 17098
  - Check: n.d.; blank check pay to the order of: Mrs. J.S. Roden from The Midland National Bank of Midland; on back multiple addresses
  - Letter: May 29, 1961; to Randy Rubin; from Doris Glenn; request for print sent within four days
  - Letter: Nov. 6, 1961; to Rubin’s Photographic Studio; from Keith P. Kennedy; request for reprint of cousin’s portrait seen in his office; request for price and time scale; 16603
  - Letter: Nov. 29, 1961; to Rubin; from Jim Cox; request for three goldtone prints; 17512
  - Letter: Jul 25, 1962; to Mrs. Randy Rubin; from Fred M. Springer [Mrs.]; regarding framed print; regarding upcoming move to new city; regarding personal matters; 17795
  - Letter: Oct. 16, 1962; to Mrs. Randy Rubin; from Fred M. Springer [Mrs.]; regarding framed portraits received; regarding reasons disappointed with print; request for changes; regarding personal matters; 17795
  - Letter: Oct. 25, 1962; to Mrs. Vi Rubin; from Mrs. F.M. Springer; regarding returned prints and request to make color of skin lighter; 17795
  - Letter: Jan. 21, 1963; to Rubín’s Studio; from Wm. S. Davis; request for print to be used on wall of Republican Headquarters in Austin; 17709
  - Letter: May 4, 1964; to Rubín’s Studio of Photography; from Ernice Gembree, Independent Exploration Company; regarding request for twelve reprints of Mr. R.A. Baile (President); 17926
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- Document: Jun. 4, 1966; Wedding Data/List of Pictures to be Taken; Carolyn E. Jones and Sgt. Alvin J. Wallace; includes check from Robert E. Jones; to Rubin’s Studio for $6.27; include bank receipt stating account charged with check amount because account closed; 19944
- Letter: Apr. 3, 1972; to Randy Rubin; from Carla Buford; inquiry about delay in receiving final pictures; 22698
- Note: Jun. 15, 1972; address for Mrs. John B. Collier Jr.; list of print numbers; 22718
- Letter: Oct. 2, 1972; to Walter C. Peterson; from James A. Collins; regarding award received for service to El Paso Natural; picture to be published in The Pipeliner; instructions regarding size and type of print required; 23076
- Letter: Feb. 14, 1973; to Rubin’s Studio of Photography; from C.O. Davis, Jr., The Herman Bennett Co.; regarding instructions to take aerial photos of the Northland Shopping Center at North “A” and Scharbauer Dr.; 23201
- Document: Dec. 15, 1973; List of Pictures to be Taken (wedding); Shelia Watkins and Don Hughes; 23535
- Letter: Aug. 12, 1975; to Mr. Rubin; from Doris C. Glenn; request for negatives of photograph taken in 1959; 16619
- Letter: Oct. 11, 1977; to Rubin Studio of Photography; from Colleen A. Carnahan; request for 3x5 print; request for cost
- Letter: Oct. 18, 1977; to Ms. Carnahan; from Randolph D. Rubin; regarding inquiry for print and costs; regarding inquiry of subject’s name (John Houston)-unsure of name therefore proof enclosed; 14568
- Note: May 20, 1982; list of charges/invoice; includes Midland National Bank deposit slip for Mr. and Mrs. Theran R. Ruple; 27711
- Document: Dec. 4, 1985; list of order; bill to address and photographer’s address; 29092
- Letter: Mar. 8, 1990; to Rubin’s Studio; from Karen Williams, Interior Design, Furr’s/Bishop’s Cafeterias, L.P.; regarding photographs of Furr’s Cafeteria #104
- Letter: Apr. 26, 1990; to Karen Williams; from [Rubin’s Studio]; regarding photo shoot of Furr’s Cafeteria
- Invitation: Oct. 4; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mr and Mrs. Hugh C. Edwards; wedding invitation for Judith Edwards and Mr. Cameron O’Donnell; 16196
- Letter: Oct. 19; to Midland Studio; from Bernice Casterline; regarding reprints; P-2204
- Document: n.d.; Data Sheet/Helpful Suggestions; Bride: Bertha Phillips/Groom: Ralph Kessler
- Business card: n.d.; L.B. Berg, Manager, Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.; 15958
- Note: n.d.; request to make two 8x10 prints with no retouching or frame; 15011
- Note: n.d.; request for two 8x10 prints of Pet. Clun President 1956 C.R. Mallison; call Ruth Ray when ready; 15380
Letter: n.d. to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Helen Goodman; regarding ordered prints; 13930
Note: n.d.; regarding not wanting to pay price of color pictures and proofs not being returned; 18545
Document: n.d.; list of pictures to be taken (wedding); various hand written notes; 20891/20867
Document: n.d.; List of Pictures to be Taken (wedding); Donna O’Neil and Bob Lynd; blank check from The First National Bank of Midland attached; 20396
Document: n.d.; List of Pictures to be Taken (wedding); Evelyn Baker and Hal Johnson; 20029
Note: n.d.; list of addresses for W.F. Bennett, M.B. Titsworth and Gene Bennett; 7057
Note: n.d.; various notes about charges and amounts due; 16802
Note: n.d.; regarding payment; P-5564
Letter: n.d.; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mrs. Ponder; regarding proof chosen for print; P-4614
Letter: n.d.; to Mrs. Austin; from Mrs. Rubin; regarding two selected proofs; P-4495
Note: n.d.; list of prices; written on printed note: “Photographic Printing Paper is Rationed: Order Only What you Need; The Midland Studio”
Letter: n.d.; to the Midland Studio; from Mrs. Merrile Hollett; regarding reprints of wedding pictures; P-4717
Letter: n.d.; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Lt. C.W. Craig; regarding prints to be mailed; P-3029
Letter: n.d.; to Midland Studio; from Mrs. L.A. Drake, Jr.; regarding change of address and request to complete order by mail; P-2963
Letter: n.d.; to Midland Photo Studio; from Donald V. Davis; regarding one more reprint of portraits; P-3326
Letter: n.d.; to The Midland Studio; from Mrs. G.H. Blackburn; regarding selected proofs to be printed and request for prints to be done by specified date; P-2757
Letter: n.d.; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Mrs. Shawalter; request for studio to call Mrs. Shawalter when prints are finished; P-2404
Letter: n.d.; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from A.L. Elsner regarding selected proof to be printed; P-2365
Letter: n.d.; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Donald T. Paulson; regarding prints to be made; request for statement to be sent; P-1979
Letter: n.d.; to [Rubin’s Studio]; from Howard G. Salisbury; regarding inability to pick up prints; request to send one of each print to three addresses; P-1980
Letter: n.d.; to Randy; from Gene and Virginia Brusenhan; regarding order of 50 cards unaddressed; thanks for services; 16198
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- Letter: n.d.; to Randy; from Nancy; regarding prints to bring in on Feb. 4; regarding address of mother and personal address; 16355
- Note: n.d.; addressed to be mailed to; 16920
- Note: n.d.; listing of address for Mrs. Allen Ann McMordie; 17020
- Letter: n.d.; to Mr. Rubin; from Patricia Grad; regarding color tone print; thanking for services and promise for future services; 17059
- Letter: n.d.; to Rubin; from Ed Ratliff; regarding proof marked to be print; instructions to call mother when finished; 17127
- Note: n.d.; A. Paul Callahan address, phone number and size of print; 17301
- Note: n.d.; address of Mrs. J.F. Brann; 17320
- Note: n.d.; address of John Nation; 17328
- Business card: n.d.; Randolph D. Rubin, M. Photog.; Rubin’s Studio of Photography; with hand written notes on back (address and print orders); 17794
- Note: n.d.; various notes regarding prints and addresses; 23127
- Card: n.d.; to Randy; from Carleen Alderman; regarding arrival and settling in Dallas; providing new address; regarding key taken from David on accident; 22891

- Folder: Miscellaneous (1)
  - Document: Jun. 3, 1975; United States Patent; Rubin; 3,887,279
  - Article Clipping: Jul. 26, 1987 Sunday; Midland Reporter-Telegram; “Intricate Photos the Norm for ‘Triple Crown’ Winner” by John Paul Pitts; article about Randolph Rubin (x3)
  - Article Clipping: June/July 1988; Texas Professional Photographer; “On the Cover” and “Rubin Awarded Qualified Photographer Rating”
  - Article Clipping: March 1988; Professional Photographers of America, Inc. News; “Randolph D. Rubin Awarded Qualified Photographer Rating”
  - Letter: May 23, 1989; to Ms. Louise Wall, Gittings/Skipworth, Inc.; from Randy Rubin; regarding detailing instructions for print to be made for the Petroleum Museum (6)
  - Letter: Aug. 29, 1989; to Gittings/Skipworth, Inc. Attn: Kenn Stolte; from Betty Orbeck, Archivist, Permian Basin Petroleum Museum, Library and Hall of Fame; regarding return of second print; regarding instructions for Hall of Fame print to be made correctly per Rubin’s instructions
  - Article Clipping: Oct. 1, 1991 Tuesday; Midland Reporter-Telegram; “Rubin’s Studio Celebrates 50 Picture Perfect Years in Area”
  - Price List: Jan. 1, 1992; Reproduction Price List; hand written note attached: various print sizes and cost; hand written note attached with various notes
  - Letter: Mar. 24 [no year given]; to [Gittings/Skipworth, Inc.]; from Randolph D. Rubin; regarding instructions for printing photographs of Mr. Neville G. Penrose for Permian Basin Petroleum Museum & Library Hall of Fame (3); attached memo Mar.
20, 1981; to Mr. Fort; from Randy Rubin (through Betty Orbeck); regarding portrait from Gittings of Stanley Moore for Hall of Fame

- Document: n.d.; by: Randolph D. Rubin; short biography describing Rubin’s life and studio services; request to public for expansion of studio
- Document: [1981]; by Randolph D. Rubin; short biography describing Rubin’s life and studio services; request to public for expansion of studio; similar to above
- Negative: n.d.; image of shirtless man with a foot for a head; No. 21; copy
- Diagram: n.d.; four (4) pages of hand sketched diagrams of a frame; various notes
- Price List: n.d.; price list for Rubin’s Studio of Photography, Inc.; Custom Portrait Prices
- Manuscript: n.d.; list of various names and dates
- Document: n.d.; copy of business card for Stokes Services; names and number for Tx Assoc. of Museum

- **Folder: Rubin Collection #24382 Marine Exhibit**
  - Letter: Oct. 25, 1975; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Terry L. Chase, Chase Studio; thanks for sending slides of marine exhibit; regarding not receiving proofs of color photos; request for color photos
  - Letter: Nov. 12, 1975; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Terry L. Chase; regarding previously received proofs; regarding additional orders with instructions; attached receipt and invoice for $43.55
  - Letter: Nov. 24, 1975; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Terry L. Chase; thanks for received pictures; regarding additional requests
  - Letter: Feb. 5, 1976; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Terry Chase; thanks for received prints; regarding additional requested prints; regarding possible visit to Midland to pick up additional prints
  - Letter: Aug. 18, 1978; to Randy Rubin; from Mrs. Marilyn Wandrus, Graphics Researcher, National Park Service; regarding Homer Fort’s permission to obtain prints of Permian coral reef; request for 8x10 black and white prints
  - Letter: Aug. 24, 1978; to Mrs. Marilyn Wandrus, Graphics Researcher, National Park Service; from Randolph D. Rubin; regarding available prints for reproduction; regarding ten attached 4x5 prints to be returned; instructions for prints; regarding price of various prints and services
  - Letter: n.d.; to Randolph D. Rubin; from John V. Bezy, National Park Service; regarding returned prints borrowed and fees for reprints
  - Note: n.d.; various hand written notes regarding marine exhibit, names and addresses
  - Note: n.d.; various hand written notes regarding print sizes with name, address and phone number of Brad Lisle

- **Folder: Photographic Prints and Negatives**
  - Negative: n.d.; image of six men in suits; The Midland Studio receipt attached; note attached: with Rubin Studio and Camera Shop address and location of first studio
DO NOT CITE

- Print: n.d.; portrait of Randolph Rubin
- Print: [July 1987]; portrait of Randolph Rubin with multiple photographs and awards
- Note: n.d.; regarding Randy Rubin buying Harry Fitch’s negative collection, etc.
- Large Envelope:
  - Letter: Nov. 26, 1941; to Mom; from Randy [Randolph Rubin]; request for new pairs of shoes to be sent via Rudy [twin brother]; request for new bottle of acid; regarding sleeping in Midland studio; printed on photographic paper (x2)
  - Negative: Nov. 26, 1941; negative of above letter [to Mom; from Randy]
  - Print: n.d.; image of Rubin taking a photograph with a tripod
- Negative: July 1987; portrait of Randolph Rubin with multiple photographs and awards (x2)
- Print: n.d.; three images (proofs) of Randy Rubin receiving Craftsman Degree; one man to his left giving medal and one man to his right watching
- Negative: n.d.; negative of above three images [Craftsman degree]
- Negative: n.d.; image of award: “Summer Seminar: Best Commercial by a Master
- Negative: n.d.; image of drilling rig with drill bit (large) in foreground
- Print: n.d.; image of three (3) males and one (1) female standing around table of food; Randolph and Rudolph Rubin in print
- Print: n.d. image of Randolph Rubin with camera around neck
- Print: n.d.; image of two males standing at unknown look out; unknown skyscraper in background
- Print: n.d.; image of Randy and Rudy Rubin wearing suits
- Print: n.d.; image of Randy Rubin taking photograph on tripod
- Print: n.d.; portrait of six (6) men wearing tuxes; Randy Rubin in image (x2)
- Print: n.d.; image of three (3) males; one male giving Randy Rubin certificate (Master or Photography)
- Print: n.d.; image of Randy Rubin shaking hand of unknown male; written on back: “Two Cols Runs Today”

- **Folder: Borrowed Photos and Negatives**
  - Manuscript: n.d.; various notes and list of images
  - Manuscript: n.d.; various notes and list of images

- **Folder: P.P.A. Certificates**
  - Certificate: Sep. 2, 1950; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one merit for satisfactory completion of the 1950 Advanced Portrait Course at Winona School of Photography
  - Certificate: Sep. 2, 1950; to Randolph D. Rubin; from The Winona School of Photography, sponsored by PPA; completion of two-week course in Advanced Portrait Photography
Certificate: 1951; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two exhibition merits for prints entitled: “Dorothy” and “Night Drilling” accepted for exhibition at the 1951 National Convention
Certificate: Aug. 26, 1951; to Midland Studio; from PPA; two merits for two prints hung 1951 Convention “Dorothy” and “Night Drilling”
Certificate: May 17, 1953; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at Professional Photographers of Oklahoma, Inc
Certificate: 1954; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two merits for prints entitled: “Doris” and “Laurice” accepted for exhibition at the 1954 National Convention
Certificate: Aug/Sep 1954; Certificate of Merit for print (x2)
Certificate: 1956; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; three merits for prints entitled “Commercial Bank” and “Ann” accepted for exhibition at 1956 National Convention; “Commercial Bank” received additional merit and has been retained for Loan Collection use
Certificate: 1957; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one merit for commercial color photography course
Certificate: 1957; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one merit for direct color in portrait photography course
Certificate: 1957; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one merit for print entitled: “Judy and Brothers” accepted for exhibition at 1957 International Photographic Exposition
Certificate: 1957; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Winona School of Photography, sponsored by PPA; completion of Direct Color in Portrait Photography course
Certificate: 1957; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Winona School of Photography, sponsored by PPA; completion of Commercial Color Photography course
Certificate: 1958; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Winona School of Photography, sponsored by PPA; completion of Advanced Portrait Photography
Certificate: 1958; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one merit for advanced portrait photography
Certificate: 1959; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two exhibition merits for prints entitled: “Leondar” and “Mrs. Carpenter” accepted for exhibition at the 1959 National Convention
Award/Certificate: 1959; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Professional Photographers of American, Inc.; certificate of merit; Reception Room Techniques
Award/Certificate: 1959; to Randolph D. Rubin; from The Winonona School of Photography, sponsored by Professional Photographers of America, Inc.; certificate for completion of Reception Room Techniques
Award/Certificate: 1959; to Randolph D. Rubin; from the Winona School of Photography, sponsored by Professional Photographers of America, Inc.; certificate for completion of Direct Color in Portrait Photography
Award/Certificate: 1959; to Randolph D. Rubin; from Professional Photographers of America, Inc.; certificate of merit; Direct Color in Portrait Photography

Certificate: Feb. 28, 1959; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at Panhandle Professional Photographers’ Association-Meeting

Certificate: May 17, 1959; to Randolph Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at Central and West Texas Photographers Society

Certificate: Jul. 11, 1959; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for student at Winona School of Professional Photography

Certificate: Jul. 18, 1959; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for student at Winona School of Professional Photography

Certificate: 1960; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; three exhibition merits for prints entitled: “Mary Ann” “Wilco Office” and “Atlantic Kelly No. 1” accepted for exhibition at the 1960 National Convention

Certificate: Nov. 27, 1960; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at East Texas Professional Photographers Society

Certificate: 1961; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two exhibition merits for prints entitled: “Zella” and “Mary Ann” accepted for exhibition at the 1961 National Print Exhibit

Certificate: 1961; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for print judge at convention for Professional Photographers Association of Oklahoma, Inc.

Certificate: Mar. 9, 1961; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at South Plains Professional Photographers

Certificate: Mar. 16, 1965; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at Abilene Professional Photographers Association

Certificate: Feb. 23, 1966; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for judge at Rocky Mountain Professional Photographers, Inc.

Certificate: Jul. 16, 1968; to Randolph Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at South Plains Professional Photographers

Certificate: 1969; to Randolph Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for print judge at 1969 convention for Professional Photographers Assoc. of New Mexico


Certificate: Feb. 12, 1977; Certificate of Merit for Randolph D. Rubin; two achievement merits for Judge

Certificate: Feb. 12, 1977; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for judge at New Mexico Professional Photographers, Inc.

Certificate: Jul 30-Aug 1, 1978; to Randy Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for Texas Professional Photographers Association, Inc.

Certificate: Jul. 1, 1979; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for judge at Texas Professional Photographers Association, Inc.
DO NOT CITE

- Certificate: 1980; to Kay Shook; certificate of membership
- Certificate: 1980; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA: two exhibition merits for entry entitled “Environmental Capability” accepted for exhibition in 1980 Annual Masters Exhibition of Professional Photography; rewarded an additional Merit and has been retained for the Loan Collection
- Sticker: 1980; Texas Professional Photographers Association, Inc.; sticker for car (?)
- Certificate: Jan. 7, 1980; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; actively participated in Provisional Judging Workshop at the Southwestern Convention
- Certificate: Feb. 23-25, 1980; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for judge at Professional Photographers Association of New Mexico, Inc.
- Certificate: Jul. 6, 1980; to Randy Rubin; from Texas PPA; service award as judge at “Summer Seminar 1980”
- Certificate: Jan. 18, 1981; to Randy Rubin; certificate of appreciation
- Certificate: Feb. 17, 1982; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at So. Plains Professional Photographers
- Certificate: Feb. 21, 1982; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for speaking at Panhandle Professional Photographers Assoc.
- Certificate: Jun. 27-29, 1982; to Randolph Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for judge at Texas Professional Photographers Association, Inc.
- Certificate: 1983; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; three exhibition merits for entries entitled: “Crystal Cut”, “Tool Pusher’s Dilemma” and “Western Moon” accepted for exhibition in the 1983 Annual Masters Exhibition of Professional Photography
- Certificate: 1983; to Kay Shook; certificate of membership
- Certificate: 1983; to Randolph D. Rubin; certificate of membership
- Certificate: Jan. 11, 1983; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at Dallas Professional Photographers Association
- Certificate: Mar. 28, 1983; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at San Angelo Society of Professional Photographers
- Certificate: May 11, 1983; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at professional photographers of San Antonio
- Certificate: Jun. 26, 1983; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for judge at Texas Professional Photographers Association
- Certificate: 1984; certificate of membership
- Certificate: 1984; to Randolph D. Rubin; certificate of membership
- Certificate: 1984; to Kay Shook; certificate of membership
Certificate: Feb. 20, 1984; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for speaking at Professional Photographers Association of New Mexico, Inc.

Certificate: Mar. 24, 1984; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one achievement merit for program panel at Southwestern Professional Photographers Association, Inc.

Certificate: Jul. 1, 1984; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for judge at Texas Professional Photographers Association

Certificate: 1985; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one exhibition merit for “The Art of Printing” 1985 Annual Exhibition of Professional Photography

Certificate: 1985; to Kay Shook; certificate of membership

Certificate: 1985; to Randolph D. Rubin; certificate of membership

Certificate: 1985; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one exhibition merit for “Code of Ethics” 1985 Annual Exhibition of Professional Photography

Certificate: 1985; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one exhibition merit for “A Street Park” 1985 Annual Exhibition of Professional Photography

Certificate: 1985; from PPA; certificate of membership

Certificate: 1986; to Randolph D. Rubin; certificate of membership

Certificate: 1986; to Kay Shook; certificate of membership

Certificate: Jul. 15, 1986; to Randolph Rubin Mater Photographer/Craftsman CPP; from PPA; one achievement merit for speaking at Central Texas Professional Photographers Association

Certificate: 1987; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA: one exhibition merit for “Petroleum Club” at 1987 Annual Exhibition of Professional Photography

Certificate: 1987; to Randolph Rubin; from Texas PPA; certificate of membership

Certificate: Jan. 31, 1987; to Randolph Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for PPA affiliated Print Juror at Southwestern Photographers Association Inc.

Certificate: 1988; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one exhibition merit for “Red Eye Cat” at 1988 Annual Exhibition of Professional Photography

Certificate: 1988; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; one exhibition merit for “A Fantasy in Glass” at 1988 Annual Exhibition of Professional Photography

Certificate: Mar. 30, 1988; to Randolph D. Rubin; for qualified Photographer, excellence in General Commercial, Business Portraits, Fine Arts (x4)

Certificate: Jul. 1, 1990; to Randolph Rubin; from PPA; two achievement merits for Print Juror Annual Competition

Certificate: n.d.; award for two fellowship points for entries accepted in the annual masters of photography competition

Certificate: n.d.; to Randolph (Randy) D. Rubin M. Photog., Cr., CPP; for life membership

Document: n.d.; describing Randolph Rubin’s achievements at Texas Professional Photographers’ Summer Seminar in Kerrville
DO NOT CITE

- Certificate: n.d.; to Randolph D. Rubin; for dedication to the profession through twenty-five years membership

**Folder: Certificates**
- Certificate: Apr. 16, 1956; to Randolph D. Rubin; from The Southwestern Photographers Association, Inc.; for distinguished print award for “Bank Interiors”
- Certificate: Dec. 3-4, 1975; to Randy Rubin; from Eastman Kodak Company; certificate of achievement: completion of seminar: Process Monitoring Program
- Certificate: Jan. 6, 1980; to Randolph Rubin; from Southwestern Photographers Association, Inc.; distinguished print award for “Harrigan’s Restaurant”
- Certificate: Feb. 28, 1983; to Randolph D. Rubin; from The Southwestern Photographers Association, Inc.; distinguished print award for “Crystal Cut”
- Certificate: n.d.; to Randolph D. Rubin; from American Society of Photographers; three fellowship points for entries accepted in the annual masters of photography completion: “Art of Printing”, “Code of Ethics” and “A Street Park”
- Certificate: n.d.; to Randolph D. Rubin; from American Society of Photographers; one fellowship point for entries accepted in the annual masters of photography completion: “Petroleum Club”
- Certificate: n.d.; to Randolph D. Rubin; from American Society of Photographers; three merits for prints accepted and hung in the annual exhibit of masters of photography: “Crysta Cut”, “Tool Pusher’s Dilemma” and “Western Moon”
- Certificate: n.d.; to Randolph D. Rubin; from American Society of Photographers; two fellowship points for entries accepted in the annual masters of photographers competition: “A Fantasy in Glass” and “Red Eyed Cat”
- Certificate: n.d.; to Randolph Rubin; from The Southwestern Photographers Association, Inc.; for distinguished print award for “Leondar”
- Certificate: n.d.; to R.D. Rubin; from The Southwestern Photographers Association; for distinguished print award for “Doris”

**Miscellaneous (2): Articles, Prints, etc.**
- Award/Certificate: Feb. 1, 1939; to Randolph Rubin; from New York Institute of Photography; in recognition of outstanding excellence in Portrait Photography; Honorable Mention
- Tag: Apr. 25-30, May 1, 1962; 35th Annual Convention; “Two Little Girls” by Randolph D. Rubin M.P. awarded the gold award by the Southwestern Photographers Association, Inc.
- Letter: Apr. 23, 1985; to Randolph Rubin, M. Photog. Cr.; from Harold L. Bovee, Chairman, Photographic Exhibitions Committee, PPA; regarding approval to serve as Portrait and Commercial/Industrial Juror on the PP of A Approved Affiliate Jurors List
DO NOT CITE

- Article Clipping: Sept. 8, 1985 Sunday; Midland Reporter-Telegram; “Namedropping”; regarding Randy Rubin and Tony Corbell (local Midland photographer) receiving awards from Professional Photographers of America, Inc. for outstanding photographic achievements
- Certificate: after Nov. 5, 1990.; Senate Proclamation in memory of Randolph D. Rubin; from Senate of the State of Texas
- Article Clipping: Oct. 1, 1991 Tuesday; Midland Reporter-Telegram; “Rubin’s Studio Celebrates 50 Picture Perfect Years in Area”; laminated
- Negative: n.d.; portrait of Randolph Rubin
- Negative: n.d.; portrait of Randolph Rubin
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; image of Randy Rubin showing portrait of the late James N. Allison Jr.; article gives short description of James N. Allison
- Article Clipping: n.d.; unknown source; regarding Rubin print: “Environmental Compatibility” accepted for inclusion in the 1980 loan collection of the Masters Exhibit
- Tag: n.d.; statement of Certification; signed by Randolph D. Rubin
- Print: n.d.; image of large group of school children with male teacher
- Print: n.d.; portrait of Randy Rubin
- Print: n.d.; portrait of Randolph Rubin (?)
- Newspaper: Oct. 15, 1993 Friday; A Photographic Salute to Yesterday: Permian Basin Petroleum Pioneers (x2)

**Box 2 of 3**

- Framed Poem: Dec. 4, 1984; “Ode to a Master, Cd., (or here’s to you Randy); on back: “‘Custom Framing’” by Tony’s
- Negative: n.d.; image of Randy Rubin standing in front of adobe style building/house
- Framed Picture: n.d.; portrait of house (photograph or drawing?)
- Portrait: n.d.; Randolph Rubin with camera; size: 16 x 20
- Certificate: Aug. 31, 1984; to Randolph Rubin; from Midland Centennial Plaza Association; beneficial interest in an undivided square foot of Centennial Plaza
- Mounted Print: 1957; Direct Color in Commercial Photography – Class of 1957; The Winona School of Photography (x2)
- Mounted Print: 1957; Direct Color in Portrait Photography - Class of 1957; The Winona School of Photography (x2)
- Framed Certificate: Jun. 2, 1959; Randolph D. Rubin; from New York Institute of Photography; certificate of graduation
- Certificate: Jan. 1, 1985; to Randolph D. Rubin; from The Professional Photographers of America (PPA); certificate of recertification
• Certificate: Jul 1, 1983; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; certified professional photographer
• Certificate: Jan. 1, 1990; to Randolph D. Rubin; from PPA; certificate of recertification
• Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig; color
• Print: n.d.; aerial shot of airport (?)
• Print: n.d.; image of Pure Oil Company equipment; File No. 17976 #17
• Print: n.d.; image of Pure Oil Company equipment; File No. 17976 #7
• Print: n.d.; image of High Sky Girls Ranch entrance; File No. 20909
• Print: n.d.; image of High Sky Girls Ranch building; File No. 20909-5
• Print: n.d.; image of drilling rigs; drawing/sketch; P.B.P. Museum Logo; File No. 21910 (x2)
• Print: n.d.; image of male opening Drilco truck door
• Print: n.d.; image of residential buildings with drilling rigs in background
• Print: n.d.; image of drill bit
• Print: n.d.; image of drill bit
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Motor Bank; drawing/sketch
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Bank; drawing/sketch
• Print: n.d.; double images of two males exchanging plaque and shaking hands
• Print: n.d.; portrait of male displaying two rock samples
• Print: n.d.; image of office building at night; Midland National Bank; File No. 21083-2
• Print: n.d.; image of office building at night; Midland National Bank; File No. 21083-1
• Print: n.d.; image of office building; Midland National Bank; File No. 19987-31
• Print: n.d.; portrait of male in tuxedo; same male as portrait below
• Print: n.d.; portrait of male holding conductor’s baton; same male as portrait above
• Print: n.d.; aerial image of land
• Print: n.d.; image of five (5) male oil workers; Halliburton; File No. 20926-9
• Print: n.d.; image of Levi’s building; Levi Strauss; File No. 21990-1
• Print: n.d.; image of pipeline
• Print: n.d.; image of pipeline
• Print: n.d.; image of pipeline
• Print: n.d.; image of pipeline
• Print: n.d.; image of marine diorama (PBPM?)
• Print: n.d.; aerial drawing/sketch of Midland College; Prelim Inc.; File No. 23812
• Print: n.d.; portrait of male giving “OK” symbol while standing in front of MNB plaque
• Print: Jul. 16, 1966; image of four (4) men in suits; First National Bank; File No. 20010-1
• Print: n.d.; portrait of group of men and one woman(x4)
• Print: n.d.; portrait of three (3) men and three (3) women in office
• Print: n.d.; portrait of five (5) men in office (x2)
• Print: n.d.; portrait of two men holding framed document: “Resolution”; Midland National Bank; File No. 22415
• Print: n.d.; portrait of male
• Print: after October 1981; image of “Christmas Tree” oil equipment in front of PBPM with holiday lights; Texas Electric; File No. 27428-4
• Print: n.d.; bench in park close to office building
• Print: n.d.; image of Smith Energy Services truck
• Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig; BTA; File No. 22265-5
• Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig
• Print: n.d.; image of “Christmas Tree” oil equipment with holiday lights
• Print: n.d.; image of oil pump jack
• Print: n.d.; image of males around table; Prothro Studio, Midland, TX
• Print: n.d.; image of men outside Midland Fire Department
• Print: n.d.; image of elderly male drinking hot beverage with drilling rig and fire in the background; one large image in collection (x3)
• Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig
• Print: n.d.; image of church on a snowy day
• Print: n.d.; image of church at dusk with moon in background
• Print: n.d.; image of city skyline
• Print: December 1981; aerial image of building being constructed; Paragon Building, Heitman Financial Services Lmt. File No. 27469-13
• Print: n.d.; image of male sitting behind office desk
• Print: n.d.; image of Midland Tank Rental building
• Print: n.d.; drawing/sketch of building downtown; created by Barnett; First National Bank; File No. 25516
• Print: n.d.; image of Midland Tank Rental building; downtown in background
• Print: n.d.; aerial image of oil plant (?)
• Print: n.d.; aerial image of oil plant (?)
• Print: n.d.; image of Thornwood Apartments exterior; 2601 N. “A” Midland, TX
• Print: n.d.; image of plaque for Nettles Ford Chapman, Sr. and Ara Montague Sutton Chapman
• Print: n.d.; First National Bank night shots of Christmas lights; No. 23161-3
• Print: n.d.; drawing of office building; First National Bank; File No. 24696-1A
• Print: n.d.; image of 1st National Bank exterior at night (x2)
• Print: n.d.; portrait of large group of men and women in suits
• Print: n.d.; image of YMCA building exterior
• Print: n.d.; drawing/sketch of Western State Bank; File No. 25756
• Print: n.d.; image of street; Travelers Insurance (Commercial Bank, Tampico Spanish Inn) File No. 23267-3
• Print: n.d.; image of intersection of Wall St. and Carlton St.; Travelers Insurance (Commercial Bank, Tampico Spanish Inn); File No. 23267-1
• Print: n.d.; image of Western Building 1031 Andrews Highway; File No. 28915 (x2)
• Print: n.d.; image of Western Building 1031 Andrews Highway; color; File No. 28915
• Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig
• Print: n.d.; image of (Wilco Tower?) office building; File No. 29459-2
• Print: n.d.; image of Wilco Tower office building; File No. 29459-8
• Print: n.d.; image of lake and downtown city skyline at dusk (x3)
• Print: n.d.; drawing of drilling rig
• Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig
• Print: n.d.; image of Marathon Oil Company building
• Print: n.d.; image of Lone Star Abstract & Title Co., Inc.
• Print: n.d.; image of KCRS building; File No. 21869
• Print: n.d.; portrait of six (6) men working on oil equipment
• Print: n.d.; aerial image of American Bank building
• Print: n.d.; portrait of elderly woman reading book
• Print: n.d.; portrait of male wearing suit
• Print: n.d.; portrait of male wearing suit
• Print: n.d.; image of Alyeska Pipeline exhibit; File No. 24874-2
• Print: n.d.; image of Alyeska Pipeline exhibit; File No. 24874-3
• Print: n.d.; image of two skyscrapers; File No. 27788
• Print: n.d.; image of city skyline at sunset/sunrise; File No. 27725
• Print: n.d.; image of city skyline at sunset/sunrise; color; same as above print
• Print: n.d.; image of roses; red and pink
• Print: n.d.; image of two roses; red and pink
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Bank; S.T.M. Properties; File No. (x2) 22743-1
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Bank; S.T.M. Properties; File No. 22743-2
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Bank; S.T.M. Properties; File No. 22743-3
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Bank; S.T.M. Properties; File No. 22743-4
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Bank; S.T.M. Properties; File No. 22743-5
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Bank; S.T.M. Properties; File No. 22743-6
• Print: n.d.; image of First National Bank; S.T.M. Properties; File No. 22743-7
• Print: n.d.; aerial image of office building and parking lot
• Print: n.d.; drawing/sketch of United States Court House; File No. 27786
• Print: n.d.; image White Buffalo Saloon interior (bar); color; File No. 23894-4A
• Print: n.d.; image of White Buffalo Saloon interior (bar); black and white image; File No. 23894-4A (x2)
• Print: n.d.; image of White Buffalo Saloon; (entrance) color; File No. 23894-7 (x2)
Print: n.d.; image of White Buffalo Saloon (entrance); black and white; File No. 23894-7 (x2)
Print: n.d.; image of White Buffalo Saloon interior (table and chairs); color File No. 23894-6; (x2)
Print: n.d.; image of White Buffalo Saloon interior; (table and chairs) black and white; File No. 23894-6 (x2)
Print: n.d.; image of White Buffalo Saloon interior (table and chairs with rail); black and white; File No. 23894-3 (x2)
Print: Mar. 9, 1981; image of First National Bank with windows lit up as number “1”; copy of 1 Billion Picture; File No. 26874
Print: 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-1
Print: 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-2
Print: 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-3
Print: 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-4
Print: May 7, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-5
Print: May 7, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-6
Print: June 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-7 (x2)
Print: Jun. 10, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-8 (x2)
Print: Jul. 7, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-9 (x2)
Print: Jul. 7, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-10
Print: July 7, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-11
Print: July 7, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-12 (x2)
Print: Aug. 18, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-13 (x2)
Print: Aug. 18, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-14
Print: Aug. 18, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-15
Print: Aug. 18, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-16
Print: Jan. 17, 1976; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-17
Print: Sept. 17, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-18 (x2)
Print: Oct. 20, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24168-19
Print: Oct. 20, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24168-20 (x2)
• Print: Nov. 17, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24168-23
• Print: Nov. 17, 1975; image of Midland National Bank and drive thru; File No. 24168-24
• Print: Nov. 17, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-25
• Print: Nov. 17, 1975; image of Midland National Bank drive-thru being constructed; File No. 24168-26
• Print: Dec. 22, 1975; image of Midland National Bank being constructed; File No. 24168-29 (x3)
• Print: Dec. 22, 1975; image of Midland National Bank drive-thru being constructed; File No. 24168-30
• Print: Jan. 21, 1976; image of Midland National Bank; color; File No. 24168-31 (x2)
• Print: Jan. 21, 1976; image of Midland National Bank; black and white; File No. 24168-31 (x2)
• Print: Jan 21, 1976; image of Midland National Bank and drive thru; black and white File No. 24168-32 (x3)
• Print: Jan. 21, 1976; image of Midland National Bank drive-thru being constructed; color; File No. 24168-32 (x2)
• Print: 1976 (?); image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24168-35
• Print: 1976 (?); image of Midland National Motor Bank drive-thru with bank building in background; 24168-36
• Print: Nov. 13, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24491-1
• Print: Nov. 13, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24491-2
• Print: Nov. 13, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24491-3
• Print: Nov. 13, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24491-4
• Print: Nov. 13, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24491-5
• Print: Nov. 13, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24491-6
• Print: Nov. 13, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24491-7
• Print: Nov. 13, 1975; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24491-8
• Print: n.d.; image of Midland National Bank; File No. 24648-1
• Print: n.d.; image of Trinity Tower: A Non-Denominational Retirement Facility of Midland; 81574C; 97805
• Negatives: n.d.; 35 mm negatives; 36 images
• Print: n.d.; portrait of male
• Print: n.d.; portrait of family
• Print: n.d.; image of White Buffalo Saloon (entrance); black and white 5x7; File No. 23894
• Print: n.d.; image of Midland Concert Band members
• Print: n.d.; Petroleum Building
• Postcard: n.d.; image of Winona School of Photography in Winona Lake, Indiana
• Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig
• Print: n.d.; image of four men working on mountainside
DO NOT CITE

- Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig at sunset/sunrise
- Print: n.d; image of drilling bit; File No. 18233
- Large envelope: n.d.; Rubin’s Portraits envelope; hand written: Winona School; empty

Box 3 of 3
- Print: n.d.; image of welding tool being used; sparks; laminated large print
- Print: Aug. 22, 1920; B.M. Vaught-Team Contractor hauling pipe for Magnolia Oil Co.; Healdton Field; panoramic image (x2)
- Print: Dec. 1915; R.L. Vaught & Teams; Electra, Texas; Lodenfoto; panoramic image
- Print: early 1900s; image of multiple males and one female outside building; large print (x3)
- Print: n.d.; image of Merill Lynch office building; Midland (?); large print
- Print: n.d.; portrait of George H.W. Bush; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of WPC Inc. building at Basin St.; large print (x2)
- Print: n.d.; image of bird standing on bird bath; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of interior spiral staircase; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of house cat climbing on tree; large print
- Print: n.d.; portrait of large family (Florey); individuals labeled and named at bottom of print; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig; large image (x9)
- Print: n.d.; image of Mobil oil tanks amidst field of wildflowers; large print (x2)
- Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig at sunset/sunrise with drilling bit superimposed on print; large print
- Print: n.d.; First National Bank of Midland (?); large print
- Print: n.d.; image of small windmill at sunset/sunrise; moon in sky; large print (x2)
- Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig (?); large print
- Print: n.d.; image of bee on a orange flower; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of Union Oil building; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig at sunset/sunrise; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig at sunset/sunrise; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of city skyline with pond in foreground; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of pump jack; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of drilling rig; Artra Resources Corp. Smith #1 Nolan Co., Texas; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of pump jack; GLSA 20; large print (x2)
- Print: n.d.; image of a rocky mountain; large print
- Print: n.d.; image of elderly male drinking hot beverage with drilling rig and fire in the background; large print (three smaller images in collection)
- Print: n.d.; image of dust storm cloud; large print